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Some of them include: Andre
Forcier ("The Countess of Baton
Rouge), Louis Herthum and Brad
Hunt ("Favorite Son"), Bill
Bennett ("Kiss or Kill") and Mark
Atkins ("Night Orchid") as well
as many of the Cinema 16
directors. In addition, festival
participants will congregate at the
Howlin' Wolf for Absolut
Saturday Night on Oct. 11 and at
the Mermaid Lounge for a closing
night party on Oct. 16.

,, Marcelle Rousseau,
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Film
Friday, Oct. 3
McAlister Auditorium
"Love Jones" (8 p.m.)

Ticket Information
Big House Films
$6.25 at Landmark, $4 at
Prytania, $3 at Zeitgeist
Cinema 16
$25 pass good for all films
Film & Video Congress
$10/panel, $25/3 panels
Gold Card
$100 for all access pass (films,
panels, parties,

Monday, Oct.6
Jones Hall, rm. 204
"Lucia 1960 ... ?" (7:30 p.m.)
Wed.Oct.8
Jones Hall, rm.
204
"The
Official
Story" (7:30
p.m.)

film/theatre Editor

Le Petit's ''Pretty Baby''
has little to offer
Her solo piece, entitled "Trick Baby," is
musically the only bright spot of the show,
enhanced by Dean's strong, clear voice.
In all honesty, this is one story that
does not need to be told. Although the
subject matter is interesting, to say the
least, and had the potential to move
audiences, the story is cheapened by tired
stereotypes, flat characters, distasteful
humor, unimaginative music, and overall
low quality of writing style. If you attend
this musical, be sure to look for Aunt
Jemima, the smiling black piano player,
the whores, the corrupt mayor, immoral
priest, and the obnoxious johns. Every
major Southern stereotype is represented.
As a result, the characters are never fully
developed, and the audience is prevented
FILE PHOTO
from empathizing with anyone in the
The talent of Rachelle Flemming and
play. In short, the fate of the characters is
David Engel saves "Pretty Baby'' from
total disappointment.
inconsequential to the audience. The
only deviation from this emotional
For those of you who are unaware, flatline is a general sense of disgust for the
"Pretty Baby" is running at Le Petit majority of the characters. Other factors
Theatre du Vieux Carre through Oct. 5. contributing to the ennui of the
Coincidentally, the movie on which this production include the shallowness of the
musical is based is also playing somewhere lyrics and the overacted Southern
in the Crescent City. Unfortunately, accents. The low, and only, humor of the
neither of us has ever seen the movie, but play is ever-present and unavoidable in
perhaps we can shed some light on this the dialogue. One example is the aptly
pre-Broadway production for the named tune "One More Variation of the
Same Old Theme." This particularly
theatergoers on campus.
"Pretty Baby" is based on the 1978 distasteful number is a blasphemous
movie starring Susan Sarandon and parody of the Biblical creation story,
Brooke Shields, which in tum was based implying that God created Eve as a
on the novel, "Storyville," by Al Rose. prostitute. Not that we're Bible-beating
Set in Storyville, the red-light district of psychos, but the scene is devoid of humor.
New Orleans, in 1917, the musical tells The use of the jazz band could have been
the story of a !'trick baby" named Violet a powerful nod to the history of New
who grows up in a whorehouse. A "trick Orleans; however, its potential was
baby" is an illegitimate child born to a squandered by Hugh McElyea, the
whore who often follows in her mother's lyricist, who simply employed the same
footsteps. Alissa Dean, playing the role of old boring musical numbers, utilizing the
Violet, is a talented actress and vocalist, lively accompanying jazz only during
but the bland lyrics and trite music of intermission.
This is not to underplay the talent of
"Pretty Baby" unfortunately restrict her.
Dean in the leading role nor David Engel
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Sunday, Oct. 5
McAlister Auditorium
"The Lost World" (7:30 p.m.)

For more information, call (504,
FYI-1515 or go to
http://ww.neworleansfilmfest.com.
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Theatre Marigny,
616 Frenchmen St., 944-2653
i<Conquest of the South Pole" (8:30 p.m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday)

: Friday,Oct.3-Sunday,CX:.t. 5
: Le .Petit Theatre du Vieux Carre, 616 St.
l Peter St., (504) 522-2081
"Pretty . Baby" (8 p.m. Friday and
:
Sarurday, 2 p.m. Sunday)
: John Pascoe directs a musical based on
: the life of Hillaire Belloc, the famous
l photographer of New Orleans'
:
notorious red-light district and on the
1978 Louis Malle film of the same
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name. $20.
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Southern Rep ｾ ･ ｡ ｴ ｲ ･ ｴ l .
(3rd Floor), (504) 861..81
·:
"A Street Car .Named Desire' (8 p.m. :
Thursday, Friday and ｓ ｡ ｴ ｴ Ｚ ｬ ｲ ､ ｡ Ｎ ｹ ｾ 2 p.m. l
Sunday)
•.·.
.1l
Michael Arata Productions, ｴ ｨ ｾ ､ ｰ ｧ and
Pony Theatre Company, and the
Southern Repertory Theatre present a
50th Anniversary
production with
music by Ellis &
Delfeayo

Now Playing!
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and Sunday) .
. .
.
;
The songs of Leiser and •·•·
le
from the 50's &60's. Tickets are$36 tO :
$45.50. Part of the Ma.stercard i
Broadway Series.
:

Marsalis.

Friday, Oct. 3..
Sunday, Oct. 12
True Brew Theatre, ·
200 Julia St.,
522-2907
"Daryl's Perils: Demon Dominatrix of the
Moon Meets the Amazon Queen of
the Lost Lagoon" (8 p.m. Friday, 6 & 9
p.m. Saturday, 3 p.m. Sunday)
The Saturday matinee serial spoof carries
over into its fourth month with a
couple of cast changes. Written by
Ricky Graham and David Cuthbert,
composed by Harry Mayronne, Jr., and
directed by Graham.
Loyola University, Lower Depths
Theater, 865-3840
"Land of Cockaigne" (8 p.m. Friday and
Saturday, 3 p.m. Sunday)
Don Brady directs. Tickets are $8.

!Saenger Theatre.• 143 N. Rampart St.,
: 524-2490

! ''Smokey Joe's• Cafe" (8 p.m. Tuesday-compiled by Marcelle Rousseau,
: Saturday, 2 p.m. Thursday, Saturday
film/theatre Editor
·--·---•·---------------_;.-----------:---------------------------.J
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as Ernest Bellocq, the photographer love prostitution, illegitimacy, abandonment,
interest of Violet, whose extremes of domestic violence, pedophilia and
emotion and expressive voice are sturdy injustice. These are pretty serious topics
foundations for "Pretty Baby." L.L. to undertake in a light-hearted musical.
MacDonald is obviously an extremely At best, this is difficult to do well; at
talented actor who is unfortunately worst, well, you have "Pretty Baby." The
confined to the limits of his stereotypical most disturbing scene to me was when
role. He does bring vivacity and a ready Ernest was about to smack his 14 year-old
smile to this otherwise bland production. bride who had been abandoned by her
Rachelle Fleming brings a deeper level of mother. The second was one in which
emotion to her role as Violet's men were bidding for the young virgin
streetwalking mother throughout the like a side of beef. The treatment of these
musical. These four actors carry the play, were, in my opinion, totally inappropriate
while characters such as the quintet of and unfortunate. The only redeeming
whores try their best to drag the play characteristic of this musical was the
down to the nether regions of Hades.
quality of Dean, Engel, and MacDonald.
On a positive note, the sets were Dremarkable and brought a distinctive
Brigette: It was a thoroughly depressing
ambiance and realism to the otherwise play with a few powerful moments. C+
Average grade: Cunbelievable musical.
Tony: I have just a couple of remarks to
-Brigette Bemagozzi and Tony Chan,
make before I give this musical a grade.
contributing writers
The themes that stood out to me during
the course of the evening were

